[Effect of sulfur, copper, and iron deficiency on the development of cyanide resistant respiration and the cytochrome composition of Pseudomonas aeruginosa].
The effect of deficiency in sulfur, copper and iron in the growth medium on cyanide resistant respiration and cytochrome composition was studied in Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Candida lipolytica. It has been shown that: cyanide resistant respiration was observed at the stationary growth phase when the two microorganisms were cultivated in a complete medium; this respiration was detected already at the phase of decelerated growth in the case of copper deficiency; iron deficiency inhibited cyanide resistant respiration in the bacterium but stimulated its appearance in the yeast; sulfur deficiency inhibited the manifestation of cyanide resistant respiration in the both microorganisms; limitation of the bacterial growth with iron resulted in the accumulation of an iron complex (identical to pyoverdin in its spectral characteristics) in the cultural broth; the deficiency of sulfur, copper and iron inhibited the synthesis of all cytochromes in the bacterium; copper deficiency inhibited only the synthesis of a + a3 in the yeast; iron deficiency inhibited the synthesis of all cytochromes in the yeast; sulfur deficiency had virtually no effect on the content of cytochromes in the yeast. A possible nature of cyanide resistant oxidases in these microorganisms is discussed.